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 EPLAN Electric P8's expert drawing manipulation tool let you put the pen and finger to work. And for fast, intuitive work, it
has a streamlined workflow engine and a powerful, user-friendly interface. Fast prototyping is possible with the EPLAN

Electric P8. The stand-alone drawing program has a fast-prototyping tool that enables you to quickly sketch and create detailed
drawings. It also has other advantages: •EPLAN Electric P8 is highly configurable. You can import your drawings from multiple

drawing formats and associate them with an image and other attributes. •EPLAN Electric P8 features a number of tools to
facilitate design creation and editing. Design Creation and Editing tools include a Color and Shape Library, Skeleton tool,
Viewing and Edit Groups, Viewing Skeleton, Stroke, Line Control, Line Style, Line Selection and Viewing Layer Tools.

•EPLAN Electric P8 has two utility programs that help with creating screen-mode, screen-driven drawings. These programs
include a version of Adobe Illustrator for screen-mode drawing and the printing wizard. •EPLAN Electric P8 helps you bring
your design ideas to life with fast prototyping, screen-mode and print functions. •EPLAN Electric P8 has an integrated file

manager that is similar to a folder structure of your working files. You can open, save, copy, delete, rename, compress,
uncompress and print files. •EPLAN Electric P8 can save the drawing state so that you don't lose your work. •EPLAN Electric
P8 supports the use of multiple file cabinets, which is useful when you have a large number of drawings to manage. •EPLAN
Electric P8 includes a variety of drawing editors. You can edit the text in the drawing, including font and character selection,
style and position. •EPLAN Electric P8 can handle multiple layers, including arbitrary-angle graphics. The drawing engine in

EPLAN Electric P8 is based on the laser-trace technology. It can trace the lines by moving the pen directly on top of the screen
and draw the lines by simply moving the pen on the screen. Drawing by laser-trace is faster and more accurate than drawing by
the traditional hand-held pen. Fast prototyping and digital color are also supported in EPLAN Electric P8. With the advanced

color management system, 82157476af
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